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5 Abstract: This paper investigates the potential of unsteady flow modelling for the simulation of remote real-time control (RTC) of pressure
6 in water distribution networks. The developed model combines the unsteady flow simulation solver with specific modules for generation of
7 pulsed nodal demands and dynamic adjustment of pressure control valves in the network. The application to the skeletonized model of a real
8 network highlights the improved capability of the unsteady flow simulation of RTC compared with the typical extended period simulation
9 (EPS) models. The results show that the unsteady flow model provides sounder description of the amplitude of the pressure head variations at

10 the controlled node. Furthermore, it enables identification of the suitable control time step to be adopted for obtaining a prompt and effective
11 regulation. Nevertheless, EPS-based models allow consistent estimates of leakage reduction as well as proper indications for valve setting
12 under network pressure RTC at a much smaller computational cost. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)WR.1943-5452.0000821. © 2017 American
13 Society of Civil Engineers.
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16 Introduction

17 Active3 control4 of pressures in water distribution networks (WDNs)
18 is considered to be one of the more effective approaches to ensure
19 correct delivery of drinking water to users with appropriate service
20 levels (Farley and Trow 2003). Benefits of active pressure control
21 include leakage reduction (Berardi and Giustolisi 2016; Vicente
22 et al. 2016), which can be very crucial for communities experienc-
23 ing water scarcity conditions.
24 Pressure control in WDNs typically is performed using pressure
25 control valves (PCVs) with the aim to lead nodal pressure heads
26 close to the lowest values that satisfy network user demand. Several
27 single-objective (e.g., Vairavamoorthy and Lumbers 1998; Araujo
28 et al. 2006; Liberatore and Sechi 2009; Ali 2015) and multiobjec-
29 tive (e.g., Nicolini and Zovatto 2009; Creaco and Pezzinga
30 2015a, b) optimization approaches have been proposed in order to
31 identify the optimal locations of PCVs within WDNs. Most of these
32 approaches require nodal demands to be provided as hourly or
33 multihourly input to represent the time-varying network operation.

34The identification of optimal locations is followed by the selection
35of the valve type for appropriate pressure control. Traditional
36mechanical/hydraulic pressure reducing valves (PRVs) usually are
37adopted to enable the local control of the service pressure. These
38valves operate enforcing a local fixed pressure set point immedi-
39ately downstream, irrespective of demand and service pressure var-
40iations in other nodes/areas of the network. Prescott and Ulanicki
41(2008) pointed out the possibility of improving operation of local
42PRV control through dynamic feedback control. Ulanicki and
43Skworcow (2014) identified the reasons why PRVs tend to oscillate
44at low flows and showed how this drawback can be solved by
45inserting a nonlinear compensator in the local control loop.
46Various researchers recently have explored the potential for
47pressure control improvements by the introduction of remote real-
48time control (RTC) (e.g., Campisano et al. 2010, 2012; Creaco and
49Franchini 2013). Available studies highlight that remote RTC can
50be advantageous compared with local control of pressure. Remote
51RTC enables valves to be operated in real time as a function of
52remotely controlled nodes, which could feature the lowest pressure
53head in the network during the day. Therefore, in remote RTC, the
54valve closure is always adjusted to the largest possible value while
55respecting the minimum pressure constraint at the downstream no-
56des. This is beneficial compared with local PRV control, in which
57a single conservative setting is generally considered for the valve,
58thus leading, in general, to higher pressure heads and leakage
59downstream. Moreover, leakage is affected only by the average
60pressure signal; in fact, positive and negative pressure fluctuations
61compensate in terms of produced leakage (Campisano et al. 2016).
62Improved selection of the control nodes yields better service pres-
63sure regulation and larger leakage reductions (Creaco et al. 2016a).
64The remote RTC generally is carried out by dynamically adjusting
65the valve setting in order to keep the controlled pressure head close
66to the set point under variable demand conditions (Campisano
67et al. 2010). Remote RTC typically uses plunger or needle valves
68equipped with appropriate modules to support RTC (Svrcek et al.
692014), in which setting is easily modifiable in real time.
70In the last decade, various RTC algorithms have been proposed
71and tested in WDN modelling. The first application of RTC for
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72 service pressure regulation in WDNs was carried out by Campisano
73 et al. (2010), who used proportional control algorithms for regulat-
74 ing valve settings as a function of pressure measurements at con-
75 trolled nodes. As a further development of their work, Campisano
76 et al. (2012) proposed a dimensionless procedure for the calibration
77 of these algorithms. Creaco and Franchini (2013) proposed a new
78 control algorithm which enables a controlled pressure head to stay
79 closer to the set point than the proportional controller. In addition
80 to the pressure head measurement at the control node, this latter
81 algorithm makes use of water discharge measurements at the valve
82 site. Numerical simulations of RTC applications to real case
83 studies were conducted by Berardi et al. (2015) and Campisano
84 et al. (2016).
85 Although they are interesting contributions to the advance of
86 knowledge in this research field, the previous works on remote
87 RTC have the following limitations:
88 1. Nodal demands used for simulations were obtained in a simpli-
89 fied way, by multiplying the average daily demand by a time
90 varying demand coefficient, which is linearized between two
91 subsequent hours (Campisano et al. 2010, 2012; Creaco and
92 Franchini 2013). A random noise eventually was superimposed
93 to account for the stochastic nature of the demand (Campisano
94 et al. 2016).
95 2. The WDN modelling was carried out under extended period si-
96 mulation (EPS), in which the network operation is studied as a
97 succession of steady states. This entails neglecting transient
98 flow processes occurring in the network under RTC.
99 In order to overcome these limitations, this paper proposes a

100 novel model structure to properly simulate the effects of RTC of
101 nodal pressures in WDNs. The model enables taking account of
102 the pulsed nature of demand as well as of the WDN hydraulic tran-
103 sients due to demand pulse triggering and to valve dynamic adjust-
104 ments. Although the simulation of transients in WDNs has been
105 widely investigated in the scientific literature (e.g., McInnis and
106 Karney 1995; Jung and Karney 2009; Zhang et al. 2011; Nault
107 and Karney 2016), the pulsed nature of demand generally is ne-
108 glected and effects of transients associated with RTC of valves have
109 been underexplored.
110 In the following sections, the model framework is described
111 with specific reference to the pulsed demand generation at network
112 nodes and to the unsteady flow modeling of the network under
113 remote RTC of pressure control valves. The application to the ske-
114 letonised model of a real network follows. Results of the compari-
115 son of the unsteady flow modelling with EPS-based approaches
116 also are highlighted.

117 Model Structure

118 Pulsed Demand Generation at Network Nodes

119 General Remarks
120 Pulse generation was used to reconstruct the demand at each net-
121 work node. In this methodology, the pulse features in terms of arriv-
122 als τ (s), durations T (s), and intensities I (m3=s) were generated as
123 random variables following pre-fixed probability distributions.
124 Specifically, the pulse arrivals were modeled as a nonstationary
125 Poisson process (Buchberger et al. 2003). Although originally pro-
126 posed for household demand generation, this approach can be ex-
127 tended to nodal demand generation in light of its scalability
128 attribute (Buchberger et al. 2003). This attribute, which holds under
129 conditions of uniform statistical properties of T and I, makes it pos-
130 sible to aggregate the pulse arrivals coming from the various homo-
131 geneous users connected to the same node. Therefore, for a certain

132node with Nh connected homogeneous users, if λi (s−1) is the pulse
133arrival frequency associated with the ith connected user, the
134pulse arrival frequency λ (s−1) of the node is additive across the
135users and can be calculated as

PNh
i¼1 λi. If there are various catego-

136ries of consumption at a certain node—that is, various groups of
137homogeneous users—pulse arrival frequencies must be summed
138separately for each category.
139After the pulses produced by the generic network node have
140been generated, they can be aggregated at a certain temporal scale
141(e.g., 1 s, 1 h, and so forth). In particular, the total nodal demand at
142any time t (s) is obtained as the sum of intensities I of all the con-
143current active pulses.

144Mathematical Structure
145In the pulse generation model, the time axis is traversed with a
146Δτ ¼ 1 s time step for each node. At a certain time t, the proba-
147bility P of having exactly k pulses generated within the next time
148interval Δτ is

PðkÞ ¼ e−λΔτ ðλΔτÞk
k!

ð1Þ

149where parameter λ represents the pulse arrival frequency of the
150generic node. After sampling from Eq. (1) the number of pulses
151k produced at time t, each generated pulse is assigned arrival time
152τ ¼ t.
153After defining pulse arrivals τ , values for T and I of the generic
154pulse are randomly generated using a bivariate probability distribu-
155tion model (Creaco et al. 2015) in order to take account of the du-
156ration/intensity correlation. Creaco et al. (2015) used the bivariate
157lognormal distribution, which leads to values of T and I with lower
158bounds of zero and no upper bounds. In order to have both lower
159(Tmin and Imin) and upper (Tmax and Imax) bounds on T and I, the
160bivariate beta distribution is adopted in this case. The setup of this
161distribution requires nine parameters to be defined: the pulse du-
162ration–related parameters αT , βT , Tmin, and Tmax; the pulse inten-
163sity–related parameters αI , βI , Imin, and Imax; and correlation ρ
164between T and I.
165Normally, the model described can be used to generate pulses of
166a long duration (e.g., 1 month) in which model parameters related
167to T and I can be assumed constant. Parameter λ, instead, varies
168based on a pattern aimed at describing daily variations in pulse
169arrivals, when the time axis is traversed with a time step of
170Δτ ¼ 1 s. Finally, one series of daily (24-h) consumption volumes
171can be constructed for each node. Because each nodal pulse is gen-
172erated independently from the others, the series of daily nodal con-
173sumption volumes on a daily time step are expected to have mutual
174rank correlation equal to zero at the end of this process. Never-
175theless, it is possible to re-sort the daily consumption volumes in-
176side the series in order to preserve a certain lag0 rank correlation at
177daily time step, using the Iman and Canover (1982) method, for
178instance.

179Parameterization
180The parameterization of the pulse generation model would require
181for each network node the application of methodologies such as
182those proposed by Alvisi et al. (2003) and Creaco et al. (2016b).
183These methodologies involve searching for the model parameter
184values that lead to preservation of the statistical properties of con-
185sumption at various time aggregation scales at the same time. When
186no data are available for parameterization at a certain site, the fol-
187lowing expeditious methodology, which consists of two steps, can
188be used.
189In the first step, the nine parameters (αT , βT , Tmin, Tmax, αI , βI ,
190Imin, Imax, and ρ) related to T and I can be derived through the

© ASCE 2 J. Water Resour. Plann. Manage.
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191 method of the moments (Hall 2004) on the basis of T and I data
192 drawn from sites showing similar features to the site being mod-
193 eled. In particular, the nine parameters can be obtained starting
194 from estimates of T̄, Ī, σT , σI , Tmin, Imin, Tmax, Imax, and ρ, which
195 represent the mean values of T and I, the standard deviations of T
196 and I, the minimum values of T and I (normally set to 0), the maxi-
197 mum values of T and I, and the pulse duration/intensity correlation
198 of the real pulses, respectively, observed in the reference time
199 series.
200 In the second step, parameter λ is estimated in each node in such
201 a way as to obtain the pre-fixed average nodal demand D̄ in the day
202 (m3=s) for each demand category. This is done by enforcing the
203 following condition, which expresses λ as the ratio of D̄ to the aver-
204 age volume of the single pulse

λ ¼ D̄
T̄ ĪþρσTσI

ð2Þ

205 The pattern assigned to λ can be obtained starting from the pattern
206 of the multiplying demand coefficient associated with the network
207 area in which the generic node lies.

208 Unsteady Flow Modelling of WDNs

209 In the generic pipe of a WDN, the one-dimensional (1D) unsteady
210 flow equations, which enable total head H (m) and water discharge
211 Q (m3=s) to be assessed along the pipes as a function of time, take
212 on the following form derived from Wylie et al. (1993):

∂H
∂x þ 1

gA
∂Q
∂t þ J ¼ 0

∂H
∂t þ c2

gA
∂Q
∂x þ c2q

gA
¼ 0 ð3Þ

213 where x and t = abscissa along the pipe axis and time, respectively;
214 A (m2) = pipe cross-section area; and g ¼ 9.81 m=s2 is the gravity
215 acceleration. The wave celerity c (m=s) can be calculated as

c ¼
� ε

ζ

1þ εD
Es

�
1=2

ð4Þ

216 where ε (Pa) and ζ (kg=m3) = water bulk modulus and density, usu-
217 ally set to 2.2 × 109 (at 4°C) and 1,000, respectively; E (Pa),D (m),
218 and s (m) = pipe modulus of elasticity, diameter, and thickness,
219 respectively. In Eq. (3), q (m2=s) = outflow per unit of pipe length.
220 This term can include leakage (Germanopoulos and Jowitt 1989),
221 which can be calculated as a function of pressure head h (m) as

q ¼ αleakhγ ð5Þ
222 where αleak (m2−γ=s) and γ = leakage coefficient and exponent, re-
223 spectively. Whereas γ depends on pipe material and crack shape
224 (Van Zyl and Cassa 2014), αleak depends on the number of cracks
225 along the pipe and grows with pipe aging. Typically, αleak is cali-
226 brated in order to obtain a prefixed leakage volume in the network
227 in a certain time interval of network simulation.
228 In order to correctly represent the unsteady flow resistances in
229 Eq. (3), the friction slope J is evaluated according to Pezzinga
230 (2000) as

J ¼ J0 þ kp

�∂V
∂t þ csign

�
V
∂V
∂x

� ∂V
∂x

�
ð6Þ

231 where J0 = resistance under steady flow conditions, which can be
232 evaluated through such empirical uniform flow formulas as the
233 Gauckler–Manning formula

J0 ¼ 10.29
n2jQjQ
D5.33 ð7Þ

234where n (s=m1=3) = Gauckler–Manning coefficient.
235Coefficient kp (s2=m) in Eq. (6) depends on pipe relative rough-
236ness and on the Reynolds number and energy friction losses under
237initial steady state conditions (Pezzinga 2000). However, for high
238Reynolds numbers, the dependence on the Reynolds number tends
239to vanish.
240Unlike the work of Pezzinga (2000), which implemented
241a numerical method with staggered grid, this paper uses the method
242of the characteristics (Streeter et al. 1998) to solve Eq. (3) in order
243to derive H and Q in the inner cross sections of the generic pipe.
244This method discretizes the computational domain with finite spa-
245tial and temporal stepsΔx andΔt and performs cubic interpolation
246of the variables along the spatial computation domain in order to
247have the same temporal step Δt in all the network pipes.
248In order to obtain H and Q at either end node of the generic
249pipe, suitable boundary conditions are prescribed. Specifically, the
250head is assigned in the case of source node. In the case of the
251demanding node, the uniqueness of the head is considered. Addi-
252tionally, the continuity equation is assigned, i.e., the sum of the
253water discharges entering the generic demanding node through the
254connected pipes equals the nodal outflow at each integration step.
255This paper considers the demand-driven modeling approach. The
256nodal outflow is assumed to be always equal to the nodal demand,
257which is evaluated in the section Pulsed Demand Generation at
258Network Nodes. In this context, the pressure-dependent effects
259on demand, which could be considered by means of equivalent
260opening areas along the pipe surface walls or at network nodes,
261are assumed to be negligible. This choice was made because the
262users generally regulate the tap opening in such a way as to obtain
263the desired outflow.
264The unsteady flow modeling described was tested against net-
265work experimental observations carried out by Pezzinga (1999)
266under unsteady flow conditions generated by rapid valve closure.
267The results of such analyses (not reported in this paper) indicated a
268satisfactory fit of modelled water heads to the available data set of
269measurements.
270In order to model the effects of control valves, the pipe fitted
271with the valve can be discretized with a single Δx. In order to re-
272present suitably the head loss caused by the valve in the pipe in
273Eq. (3), J0 in Eq. (7) is set as

J0 ¼
ξjVjV
2gΔx

ð8Þ

274where V (m=s) = flow velocity in the pipe; and ξ = valve head
275loss coefficient, which is related to the valve closure setting α
276[0, 1] through relationships such as the following derived from
277Campisano et al. (2012):

ξ ¼ 10c1−c2log10ð1−αÞ ð9Þ
278where c1 and c2 are best-fit coefficients which can be evaluated
279from the ξðαÞ curve provided by the valve manufacturer.

280RTC Algorithm

281The RTC algorithm implemented in this paper is algorithm LC2
282proposed by Creaco and Franchini (2013). This control algorithm
283was chosen because the authors proved its robustness when WDN
284domestic demand changes during the year.
285This algorithm enables regulation of a flow control valve in or-
286der to lead the pressure head h at the controlled node downstream
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287 of the valve to the set-point value hsp. The algorithm is based on
288 measurement of deviation e ¼ h − hsp and of flow velocity V in
289 proximity to the valve.
290 At the generic time t (s), if Δtcont (s) is the control time step
291 (i.e., the period with which the regulation is performed) and if
292 ē and V̄ are the average values of e and V, respectively, in the
293 time interval [t −Δtcont, t], energy considerations lead to the
294 following relationship for estimating the suitable valve setting
295 correction Δα:

ΔαðtÞ ¼ 1 − αðtÞ − 10c1−log10½KðξðtÞþ2 gē=V̄2Þ�=c2 ð10Þ

296 where K = parameter that regulates the promptness of the control
297 algorithm. Preliminary analyses showed that K ¼ 1 is a good
298 choice to obtain a sufficient degree of promptness, although
299 the parameter can be finely tuned in order to maximize the algo-
300 rithm performance, as was done by Creaco and Franchini (2013).
301 The Δα provided by Eq. (10) must be limited by the maximum
302 correction VregΔtcont allowed by the shutter velocity Vreg (mm=s)
303 (Campisano et al. 2010).

304 Application

305 Case Study

306 The applications of this work concerned the skeletonized WDN
307 (Creaco et al. 2014; Farina et al. 2014) of a town in Northern Italy,
308 the layout of which is shown in Fig. 1. The network consists of
309 27 nodes (26 nodes with unknown head with ground elevation
310 of 0 m above sea level and 1 source node with ground level of
311 35 m above sea level) and 32 pipes. Table 1 reports the daily mean
312 nodal demands D̄ of network operation, associated with a single
313 consumption category (i.e., domestic). Fig. 2 provides the daily
314 average pattern of the source head and of the multiplying demand
315 coefficient (valid for all the network nodes).
316 Table 2 reports, for each pipe, the end nodes, length L, diameter
317 D, number NΔx of spatial steps used in the discretization for the
318 application of the method of the characteristics, and wall thickness
319 s. In the following calculations, all the pipes were assumed to be

320made of PVC (E ¼ 3 GPa and n ¼ 0.01 s=m1=3). Eq. (3) is still
321valid in this case if the viscoelasticity of PVC can be neglected.
322In fact, strictly speaking, although PVC is a viscoelastic material,
323its creep deformation is very low compared with other plastic
324materials (e.g., polyethylene).

F1:1 Fig. 1. Network layout with node IDs; Critical Node 1 and control
F1:2 valve installed at the end of Pipe 32, with End Nodes 26 and 20

Table 1. Demand D̄ and Pulse Frequency λ of Network Nodes

T1:1Node D̄ (m3=s) λ (s−1)
T1:21 0.001383 0.197
T1:32 0.000182 0.026
T1:43 0.000920 0.131
T1:54 0.002575 0.366
T1:65 0.002833 0.403
T1:76 0.008358 1.188
T1:87 0.003422 0.486
T1:98 0.005327 0.757

T1:109 0.001521 0.216
T1:1110 0.000861 0.122
T1:1211 0.002272 0.323
T1:1312 0.001313 0.187
T1:1413 0.008520 1.211
T1:1514 0.000883 0.126
T1:1615 0.000216 0.031
T1:1716 0.000395 0.056
T1:1817 0.000445 0.063
T1:1918 0.002817 0.400
T1:2019 0.000028 0.004
T1:2120 0.000307 0.044
T1:2221 0.002597 0.369
T1:2322 0.001033 0.147
T1:2423 0.001001 0.142
T1:2524 0.000531 0.075
T1:2625 0.000761 0.108
T1:2726 0 0

F2:1Fig. 2. Daily pattern of: (a) source head; (b) demand multiplying
F2:2coefficient
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325 Simulation Framework

326 The algorithms described in the section Model Structure concern-
327 ing nodal demand generation, unsteady flow modelling, and RTC
328 were implemente5 d in the MATLAB 2016a environment. Calcula-
329 tions were carried out with a laptop with an Intel Core i5-5200
330 CPU with a frequency of 2.20 GHz and 4 GB of RAM.
331 The simulation framework did not account for the effects of
332 water discharge and pressure head measurement errors on the ef-
333 fectiveness of RTC. Proof of the stability of RTC in the presence of
334 measurement errors was beyond the scope of the paper and will be
335 investigated in further works. The main objective of this paper was
336 the analysis of the performance of RTC under pulsed demand con-
337 ditions. The plan of the simulations consisted of
338 1. Unsteady flow simulation of the network under pulsed demand
339 conditions in the absence of RTC;
340 2. Unsteady flow simulation of the network under pulsed demand
341 and pressure RTC for the choice of the suitable value of
342 Δtcont; and
343 3. In the RTC scenario, comparison between the results obtained
344 with the unsteady flow model and those yielded by previous
345 approaches based on EPS modeling.
346 No data were available in the network to obtain detailed infor-
347 mation to estimate the values of the nine parameters (αT , βT , Tmin,
348 Tmax, αI , βI , Imin, Imax, and ρ) of the bivariate beta distribution for
349 generating correlated pulse durations and intensities for the simu-
350 lation of the case study network, in which consumption is mainly of
351 domestic kind. Therefore, in the absence of field data for the case

352study, calibration of the pulse generation model was carried out
353assuming that the users connected to the selected network nodes
354to produce pulses with duration and intensity characteristics similar
355to those provided by Buchberger et al. (2003). This assumption
356was corroborated by Guercio et al. (2001), who found in Italy sim-
357ilar pulse features to those in Ohio. In the group of 21 households
358monitored during a 7-month experimental campaign, over 365,000
359pulses were observed in Milford, Ohio, with the following statis-
360tical characteristics on a continuous time basis during 1 month
361(Creaco et al. 2017): T̄ ¼ 49 s, Ī ¼ 0.0977 L=s, σT ¼ 103.4 s,
362σI ¼ 0.0665 L=s, Tmin ¼ 0 s, Imin ¼ 0 L=s, Tmax ¼ 1774 s,
363Imax ¼ 0.5101 L=s, and ρ ¼ 0.32. On the basis of these statistics,
364the nine parameters were estimated for the present case study
365through the method of the moments. At this stage, a caveat must
366be made about the chosen values, which may differ from the actual
367values produced in the network under analysis. Nevertheless, the
368objective of the work was not to obtain pulses statistically consis-
369tent with those of the town selected but rather to obtain realistic
370pulsed nodal demand to be used in the unsteady flow modeling
371and to analyze how RTC operated in the presence of pulsed nodal
372demands. Furthermore, various authors (e.g., Guercio et al. 2001;
373Creaco et al. 2016b) have noticed that pulse characteristics such
374as those observed in the Milford households enable accurate res-
375idential demand reconstruction in countries different from the
376United States.
377The unsteady flow simulations of the network were performed
378considering Δt ¼ 0.01 s. For leakage evaluation through Eq. (5),
379exponent γ was set to 1, a typical value for plastic pipes 6(Van Zyl
380and Cassa 2004). Coefficient αleak was set to 9.4 × 10−9 m=s to
381obtain a leakage percentage rate of approximately 20% in order
382to reproduce a realistic estimate relevant to the real system.
383In Eq. (6), coefficient kp was set to 0.007, based on the results
384of Pezzinga (2000). The network pipes have values of ε=D in
385the range 2 × 10−4 to 1.5 × 10−3, for which the graphs of Pezzinga
386(2000) yield values of kp within the small range 0.005–0.009.
387Therefore, for simplification purposes, the single value kp ¼
3880.007 was chosen for the whole network.
389Simulations under RTC were performed assuming a control
390valve installed downstream of Pipe 32 with End Nodes 26 and
39120, in a link with D ¼ 300 mm (Fig. 1). In relationship ξðαÞ in
392Eq. (9), coefficients c1 and c2 were set to 1.5 and 2.8, respectively
393(Campisano et al. 2012), which are typical values of needle
394valves. The RTC algorithm of Creaco and Franchini (2013) was
395applied considering K ¼ 1 in Eq. (10) and valve shutter velocity
396Vreg ¼ 1 mm=s, which enables full valve closure from α ¼ 0 to
397α ¼ 1 in 300 s. The valve setting α was bounded within the range
398[0, 0.95]. The target node for the implementation of the selected
399RTC architecture was chosen according to the procedure proposed
400by Campisano et al. (2016). Specifically, Node 1 was assumed to be
401the target node, because it is the node downstream of the control
402valve with the lowest pressure head. The set point pressure head to
403achieve at the target node was fixed to 25 m.

404Results and Discussion

405The parameterization method described in the section Pulsed
406Demand Generation at Network Nodes [Eq. (2)] yielded the nodal
407average daily values of λ reported in Table 1. The demand multi-
408plying coefficients in Fig. 2(b) were used to determine an intradaily
409variation pattern of λ, with 1-s resolution time-step for each node of
410the network.
411The pulse generation model was applied to estimate nodal de-
412mands over a 30-day period with 1-s time step for each node of the
413network. The duration of 30 days was chosen because it ensured

Table 2. Upstream and Downstream Nodes, Length L, Diameter D,
Number NΔx of Δx in the Discretization and Thickness s for Each Pipe

T2:1 Pipe
Upstream
node

Downstream
node L (m) D (mm) NΔx s (m)

T2:2 1 1 2 10.1 100 2 0.006
T2:3 2 2 3 2,874.5 125 288 0.0075
T2:4 3 3 4 1,732.8 150 174 0.009
T2:5 4 1 16 2851.4 125 286 0.0075
T2:6 5 4 5 2,648.0 200 265 0.012
T2:7 6 5 7 144.5 200 15 0.012
T2:8 7 5 6 364.9 200 37 0.012
T2:9 8 7 10 817.4 150 82 0.009

T2:10 9 6 13 1,269.8 200 127 0.012
T2:11 10 7 8 332.7 300 34 0.018
T2:12 11 8 11 628.3 150 63 0.009
T2:13 12 9 10 269.7 150 27 0.009
T2:14 13 11 9 241.3 150 25 0.009
T2:15 14 8 18 887.8 300 89 0.018
T2:16 15 12 14 2,055.9 150 206 0.009
T2:17 16 13 12 130.9 250 14 0.015
T2:18 17 21 13 991.1 250 100 0.015
T2:19 18 14 15 6.8 200 1 0.012
T2:20 19 15 16 607.2 150 61 0.009
T2:21 20 15 17 1,669.7 125 167 0.0075
T2:22 21 17 16 1,046.8 150 105 0.009
T2:23 22 18 21 132.1 300 14 0.018
T2:24 23 18 19 392.5 450 40 0.027
T2:25 24 19 20 154.5 450 16 0.027
T2:26 25 22 23 2,469.3 200 247 0.012
T2:27 26 22 19 1,593.6 250 160 0.015
T2:28 27 24 23 2,567.0 125 257 0.0075
T2:29 28 25 24 2,337.7 100 234 0.006
T2:30 29 17 25 2,452.7 150 246 0.009
T2:31 30 27 26 19.6 450 2 0.027
T2:32 31 26 20 9.6 450 50 0.027
T2:33 32 20 11 490.9 150 1 0.009
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414 good representativeness of the results in terms of nodal consump-
415 tion volumes. Furthermore, it is consistent with the time duration
416 in which the mean nodal demands and the trends (Fig. 2) of source
417 head and demand coefficient were estimated. The daily consump-
418 tion volumes of the network nodes then were re-sorted to obtain
419 the maximum mutual rank correlation, in order to represent a sim-
420 ilar behavior for the consumption values of the inhabitants served
421 by the network. Fig. 3 reports the corresponding cumulative
422 distribution of the network daily consumption volume W obtained
423 after re-sorting the daily nodal consumption values. A day with
424 daily demand W ¼ 4,312 m3, very close to the average value of
425 4,366 m3, was chosen for the subsequent analyses. Figs. 4(a and b)
426 report the time-varying demand in the day and in the morning

427peak period (from 8 to 9 a.m.), respectively. The graphs clearly
428show that the obtained trend is much more irregular than that
429obtained by multiplying the total daily average demand of the
430network times the demand coefficient reported in Fig. 2(b) (bold
431line in Fig. 4). Irregularities are ascribed to the presence of pulses-
432related variations. Fig. 4b shows that demand variations up to
433approximately �8 L=s around the average value can take place
434during the peak hour due to the stochastic nature of demand
435pulses.
436Fig. 5 presents results of the application of the unsteady flow
437modelling to the no-RTC scenario. Figs. 5(a and b) report the trend
438of pressure head h at Critical Node 1 for the whole day simulation
439and a detail of the time from 8 to 9 a.m., respectively. The two
440graphs highlight the constant presence of pressure head excess
441compared to the set point of 25 m with pressure head ranging
442between 31 and 42 m. This justifies the possibility of obtaining
443benefits in terms of pressure reduction from the implementation
444of RTC techniques in the network. Fig. 5b shows that the amplitude
445of large temporal variations in h within an hour, a result of the sto-
446chastic behavior of water demands previously shown in Fig. 4, is up
447to approximately 3 m (see).
448One-hour unsteady flow simulations (time interval: 8–9 a.m.)
449aimed at choosing the suitable control time step Δtcont for the RTC
450scenario were carried out for values of Δtcont ¼ 3, 20, 60, 180,
451300, and 600 s. This enabled exploring a range of values larger
452than the usual range adopted in the practice (normally time steps
453of a few minutes). Fig. 6 reports results in terms of valve setting
454α and head h at the target node for Δtcont ¼ 3,180, and 600 s.
455The RTC system provided slightly improved control as Δtcont
456decreased from 600 to 180 s. The figure shows that the more
457frequently the actuator set the corrections, the higher was the

F3:1 Fig. 3. Cumulative distribution of daily network water volume W,
F3:2 obtained starting from demand pulses; the circle indicates the water
F3:3 volume value for the day chosen for subsequent calculations

F4:1 Fig. 4. Trends of total network demand: (a) in the day selected for
F4:2 the simulations; and (b) from 8 to 9 a.m.; average demand derived
F4:3 from monthly consumption measurements and demand obtained by
F4:4 summing up demand pulses

F5:1Fig. 5. Unsteady flow modelling—trend of pressure head h at the
F5:2critical node in the no-RTC scenario: (a) in the day selected for the
F5:3simulations; and (b) from 8 to 9 a.m.
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458 ability of the control system to keep the head close to the set point.
459 However, worse control performance was obtained if overly small
460 values of Δtcont were chosen (i.e., if the control frequency is too
461 high). In fact, for Δtcont ¼ 3 s, the RTC algorithm caused a large
462 number of actuator setting corrections and very large deviations of
463 the controlled pressure head from the set point (order of magni-
464 tude of 10 m). This behavior, which is consistent with the fore-
465 casts of Campisano et al. (2016), occurs because 3 s is too small a
466 time interval for controlling the pressure head at the target node
467 while avoiding instabilities caused by the valve reaction to its own
468 past actions.
469 In this context, this effect can only be represented through un-
470 steady flow modeling, which, unlike the EPS, enables proper rep-
471 resentation of signal propagation in the network. For Δtcont ¼ 3,
472 20, 60, 180, 300, and 600 s, Table 3 reports the average value
473 jejmean of absolute deviations jej and the sum ΣjΔαj of the actuator
474 setting absolute corrections in the 1-h RTC simulation. Parameter
475 jejmean is related to the control effectiveness, whereas ΣjΔαj pro-
476 vides a measure of the total valve stroke displacements. The higher
477 the value of the two parameters, the lower is the control effective-
478 ness. The table highlights that Δtcont ¼ 180 s seems to be a good

479choice for the network under analysis because it guarantees a good
480trade-off between closeness of the controlled variable to the
481set-point (average deviation of 0.86 m) and number of actuator cor-
482rections. Accordingly, such a value of Δtcont was chosen for the
483successive simulation analysis including the adoption of RTC
484for a 24-h duration. Fig. 7 reports specific results of this analysis.
485Fig. 7(a) shows the daily trends of α and h. The results show that
486the valve tended to close (high value of α) at night and open (low
487values of α) during the day, consistent with the daily pressure

F6:1 Fig. 6. For various values of control time step Δtcont in the RTC scenario, valve setting αreg and head h at the critical node from 8 to 9 a.m.

Table 3. Average Absolute Deviation jejmean and Sum ΣjΔαj of Absolute
Actuator Corrections as a Function of the Regulation Time Step Δtcont

T3:1Δtcont (s) emean (m) ΣjΔαj
T3:23 2.23 11.13
T3:320 2.04 5.87
T3:460 0.95 0.68
T3:5180 0.86 0.19
T3:6300 0.93 0.12
T3:7600 1.05 0.07
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488 pattern. On average, h was close to the set-point even if the demand
489 pulse–related pressure head variations caused undershooting down
490 to approximately 22 m and overshooting up to approximately 28 m.
491 However, the presence of pressure undershooting is not believed to
492 create risks of water demand shortfalls in this case.
493 Globally, Fig. 7(a) shows the capability of the unsteady flow
494 modeling to accurately estimate magnitude and duration of pres-
495 sure over/undershooting associated with pulsing demands and with
496 hydraulic transients.
497 Fig. 7 also shows the simulation results obtained by the use of
498 approaches based on EPS. For appropriate comparison with the re-
499 sults of the unsteady flow model, EPS was run using a simulation
500 time step equal to Δtcont ¼ 180 s, which is sufficiently long to en-
501 able transients to be dampened through the network [the basic
502 assumption for the applicability of EPS according to Walski et al.
503 (2003)]. Therefore the source head pattern was obtained by

504averaging the 1-s time-scale pattern in Fig. 2(a) over time steps
505of durationΔtcont. Figs. 7(b and c) report the results of two variants
506of EPS—EPS1 and EPS2, respectively—which differ in the repre-
507sentation of demand. In particular, the EPS1 simulation did not
508consider the pulsed demand, with nodal demands being obtained
509using a standard approach [i.e., by multiplying the average nodal
510demands reported in Table 1 by the pattern reported in Fig. 2(b) and
511averaging the results over time steps of duration Δtcont]. Approach
512EPS2 instead used the nodal demands obtained from the aggrega-
513tion of the pulsed nodal demands used in the unsteady flow mod-
514eling over Δtcont.
515As expected, the results highlight that the standard EPS
516version—that is, EPS1 [Fig. 7(b)] —led to inconsistently regular
517daily trends of α and h due to the absence of both pulsed
518demand modeling and unsteady flow description. Variant EPS2
519[Fig. 7(c)] gave more consistent results than did EPS1, although
520the pressure head variations of EPS2 were smaller than in the
521unsteady flow modeling. Unsurprisingly, this happened because
522the pressure head variations of EPS2 were time-averaged over
523Δtcont ¼ 180 s.
524Fig. 8 gives a more detailed insight into the daily trend of α
525obtained in unsteady flow modeling in EPS1 and EPS2. Fig. 8(a)
526confirms that EPS1 yielded only a rough temporal average of the
527valve-setting trend, compared with the unsteady flow modeling.
528Fig. 8(b) shows that EPS2 yielded good estimates of the temporal
529variations in the actuator settings. This happened because the RTC
530algorithm evaluates the actuator corrections through Eq. (10),
531which considers the temporal average of e ¼ h − hsp over Δtcont.
532In fact, the unsteady flow modeling and EPS2 gave very close
533estimates of the temporal average of e, and therefore very
534close estimates of the temporal variation in α.

F7:1 Fig. 7. Daily trend of actuator setting αreg and of pressure head h at the
F7:2 critical node in the RTC scenario, as obtained in: (a) the unsteady flow
F7:3 simulation; (b) EPS1; (c) EPS2

F8:1Fig. 8. Daily trend of actuator setting αreg and of pressure head h at the
F8:2critical node in the RTC scenario; comparison of the regulations
F8:3obtained in: (a) unsteady flow modelling and EPS1; and (b) unsteady
F8:4flow modelling and EPS2
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535 Summarizing the results of Figs. 7 and 8, some general consid-
536 erations can be made. The comparison of the approaches highlights
537 that EPS1 yields an oversimplified estimation of pressure heads and
538 valve settings during the day. Nevertheless, because demand pulses
539 and transients do not affect leakage in a significant way, EPS1 can
540 find useful application for a consistent estimate of leakage reduc-
541 tion in RTC scenarios. Instead, a more sophisticated approach, such
542 as EPS2, is required if the analysis of the RTC system control
543 performance is concerned. In fact, approach EPS2 can be suitably
544 used for a good estimate of the behavior of RTC algorithms in terms
545 of time-varying actuator settings. It is necessary to resort to the
546 unsteady flow modeling only in those cases when well-founded
547 estimates of the pressure head variations are needed or when the
548 suitable control time step must be properly defined. In fact,
549 although it accounts for the pulsed nature of demand, EPS2 can
550 underestimate the size of pressure head oscillations by up to
551 50%. However, the unsteady flow modeling is much more burden-
552 some. In fact, the associated computational time is larger than that
553 of EPS by five orders of magnitude.

554 Conclusions and Prospects

555 This paper presented a novel methodology that simulates the re-
556 mote RTC in WDNs. Unlike most methodologies in the scientific
557 literature, which are based on EPS, it uses the method of the char-
558 acteristics to model the hydraulic transients associated with demand
559 pulse generation and valve regulations. The applications of the
560 model to a skeletonized real network showed that the RTC unsteady
561 flow simulation gives indications of the amplitude of the actual
562 pressure head variations at the target node. Furthermore, it provides
563 an insight into the choice of the suitable control time step, which
564 should be large enough to enable the signal of the valve setting
565 correction to be sensed by the remotely controlled pressure head.
566 A comparison with the EPS simulation of RTC showed that the
567 latter remains a valid instrument of the first attempt, with much
568 smaller computation times. Specifically, in the absence of the
569 pulsed nodal demands, EPS still can be used for consistent esti-
570 mates of leakage reductions obtainable from RTC. When tempo-
571 rally aggregated pulsed demands are used as input, EPS can
572 yield very accurate estimates of the temporal variations in the ac-
573 tuator setting and approximate pressured head variations at the con-
574 trolled node.
575 Future work will be dedicated to the enhancement of the remote
576 RTC algorithms to reduce the pressure head variations that arise in
577 the WDS when demand pulses are triggered.
578 Although several studies have been carried out so far to show
579 the benefits of RTC valves in WDNs, an accurate cost/benefit
580 analysis of RTC valves compared with traditional PRVs, including
581 installation and operational costs in the long run, has never been
582 carried out. Therefore future work will be aimed at exploring
583 the extent to which and under which conditions the adoption of
584 RTC for WDN pressure regulation yields benefits compared with
585 traditional PRVs. The analyses of this paper confirmed the stability
586 of RTC, and in particular of the control scheme proposed by Creaco
587 and Franchini (2013), even in the presence of pulsed demand.
588 Another interesting aspect to explore in future works is how
589 RTC reacts in the presence of larger demand changes than those
590 explored in this paper, which are associated with domestic users.
591 In fact, WDNs can experience locally significant demand changes
592 (such as those associated with opening/closing a fire hydrant, a
593 large pipe break, and turning on/off a large in-line booster pump
594 to an adjacent pressure zone), which could cause instability and
595 secondary transients.
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